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Tristan Perich
by Nick Hallett

Tristan Perich performing Dual Synthesis , 2009, with harpsichord and four-channel one-bit electronics at bitforms, New York. 
All images courtesy of the artist and bitforms, New York.

Tristan Perich’s first digital release was not available on iTunes. Titled 1-Bit Music , the album manifested 
exclusively in the form of a single 8K microchip and the requisite hardware to transmit its program of songs to 
the human ear, mounted handsomely onto a traditional CD jewel case. The tour found Tristan drumming along 
at breakneck pace to its rough-and-tumble lo-fi big-beat electro pop. His newest, purely electronic offering 1-Bit 
Symphony is a bold take on the antiquated form, and for his upcoming tour, he’ll accompany his microchip on 
the harpsichord. The work exists in the tradition of late Romantic composer Charles-Marie Widor’s grand organ 
symphonies for a single player, still very much in vogue 100 years ago. What the orchestra lacks in numbers 
is compensated for with deft execution of complexity or stark simplicity, demonstrating the range and possi-
bility of the instrument. Perich’s work is a relentless cascade of counterpointing textures and cutting sheets 
of tone, with enough baroque pomp to escape the trappings of post-minimalism. The listener stops recogniz-
ing the sound of bleeps and bloops and engages with it as music for any instrument, or perhaps as music for 
pure sound itself. Over the past five years, Perich has investigated several contexts for one-bit instruments in 
various electro-acoustic arrangements, bringing weight and dimension to an aesthetic associated with Ninten-
do Game Boys and digital watches. I’ve always wanted to know what brought him into this unique world that 
seems to come from our collected childhoods. His process unites a geeky crush on algorithms and systems 
with all the bravura and romance of Peanuts’ tousled Schroeder at his toy piano (though Perich’s hair is more 
of a wiry shot). It’s an intricate and rewarding style, with a touch of wit and art-world paronomasia.



—Nick Hallett

Nick Hallett I want to talk about sound and I want to talk about music, but let’s start with how you found one-bit 
technology as a means to create both.

Tristan Perich When I was in college at Columbia I took a class that was an introduction to the world of new 
media art. Douglas Repetto taught it.

NH Douglas Repetto has been rated one of the world’s sexiest geeks by Wired magazine.

TP (laughter) Awesome. Then the next year I did an independent project with him, exploring kinetic art through 
microchips and motors, creating musical interfaces and programming microchips—working with chips and gen-
erating sounds—and really liking it. The conceptual part was fleshed out later; over time I realized why I was 
interested in the sound.

NH So what was it? One-bit sounds have a loaded history, certainly for people over the age of 30 who expe-
rienced the dawn of consumer digital culture and have those associations with early digital Casio watches or 
greeting cards that played Christmas tunes. Does the sound carry any of that nostalgic baggage for you?

TP It carries a lot of that baggage, and it’s funny because my watch alarm just went off like two minutes ago—
another one-bit sound. It’s such a part of video game culture and my youth, and now it’s part of the sound 
palate of the world around us.

NH What exactly is the appeal of the one-bit sound? The actual acoustics? The cultural theory behind it? 
What’s the joy of programming the chips?

TP On one level, it’s just straight up the sound. The pieces from the first album are all very driving.

NH How did you figure out what kind of music you wanted to make?

TP Around 2004, Fischerspooner held a great salon at the Deitch Projects space in Williamsburg. These were 
weekly events with piles of free beer, and they tried to do interesting performances and art installations. It felt 
exciting.

NH New York was exciting around that time.

TP Well, I think it’s exciting now.

NH True, but there was a particular energy that lasted for a few years after September 11 that has been un-
matched since.

TP That energy was pretty top-down, though; it was sponsored by the art world and the music industry, but still 
super-raw and fresh and cool.

NH Well, Fischerspooner had just signed a million-dollar record deal. It was definitely the twilight of the record 
industry. Anyway, the salon …

TP I was so into electronic music at that time, and I was asked to perform. I think I played piano for a video 
piece I did, and it was there that I got the inspiration and the idea of actually putting a microchip in a CD case 
and writing music for it. I had an early prototype that I would bring around and play for people.

NH So it came about as an art idea as much as it did a musical idea?

TP I think so.



NH Maybe what was leading you towards this path was the idea of creating a physical object.

TP That’s a good way of looking at it. There was a sense that it was sort of meant for mass production. Early 
on, I wanted it to be the same price as a CD—the same object, the same case, but with the innards swapped 
out. Almost disguised as something you would usually consume and you wouldn’t even know until you opened 
it up that it was a microchip. So yes, kind of an art statement.

NH Did you see it as a pop album?

TP Not at all, but I wanted to engage that pop aspect of culture at the same time. There was music inside of 
me that wanted to be pop music, but I also wanted to have some challenging noise pieces that wouldn’t fly by 
pop-music standards.

NH Did you see this in relationship to Pop art?

TP No, I was critiquing mainstream production values and the consumption of music. Cantaloupe Music was 
interested in it, so I moved back to New York, started going to the Interactive Telecommunications Program at 
NYU, and started doing some shows. I think this was the fall of 2005.

NH Which is when I met you.

TP The first show was opening for Dirty Projectors at Tonic; that was when I decided to add drums on top of 
it—a performance version. That was me throwing myself into the Big Beat electronica world.

Five Linear Constructions, 2007-2009, installation for five-channel one-bit video and cathode ray televisions. Dimensions variable.

NH I interpreted the first record to be a pun on Gameboy and eight-bit music in that it was something of a 
one-upmanship by being even more primitively executed. I’m curious, was that intentional or were you trying to 
establish an initial connection with the chiptune music movement?

TP I don’t even remember what the first chiptunes show I did was, but I immediately found myself fully in that 
scene. There was a sense of people saying, “Tristan doesn’t need the other seven bits—this is one-bit music!” 
So the one-upmanship was perceived, but I don’t think it was ever intentional. After all these eight-bit artists, to 
see a one-bit artist come along, regardless of the intent, is perceived as a response. But that was part of the 
fun, that there was a little commotion going on. What’s cool about that scene is that it is a scene, where every-
body knows each other.



NH You’ve had composer chops since long before you got invested in one-bit sound. When did you start to 
transition into a more, um, elegant sensibility, one that engaged with your inner composer, your inner Schroed-
er?

TP When I first started performing, I wanted to add to music and drums with additional tracks. I never got 
around to it, partly because the pitch system of the first album is totally arbitrary and has no grounding in the 
tonality our ears are used to. Cantaloupe did a label showcase at Tonic, and I played a piece that was for 
electronics with a baritone sax on top of it that my friend Argeo Ascani played. That was my first glimpse at 
what I really wanted to get into: scoring music for acoustic instruments with electronics. At the time I hadn’t 
really fleshed the ideas out; he was playing into an amplified microphone and the electronic part was the noise: 
glitchy, bleepy stuff that I was doing on the first album. Over time, this settled down so that the electronics and 
human musicians would be playing parts that were similar in scale.

A year later, when I was down in Texas at the Aurora Picture Show, doing the festival you put together, I was 
also finishing the ten-violin piece, which was really the second piece I wrote, it was kind of like 0 to 100, in a 
way.

NH I remember coming back from Texas and maybe a week or two later going to the Tenri Institute and hearing 
that piece for the violins. It was a different world from what you had done two weeks before.

TP In Texas I worked through the concepts but hadn’t really written the music. But that ten-violin piece, “Active 
Field,” was such an obvious structure. First movement: violins. Second movement: electronics. Third move-
ment: violins and electronics. It was a statement of purpose for a new direction, definitely a different world from 
the stuff with the drums … I learned to drum from listening to DJ Shadow and the Chemical Brothers.

NH So Big Beat is a real influence to you?

TP Absolutely, it was some of the first music that I got really excited about and it was essentially where my 
interest in non-repeating beat structures came from. When I was finally able apply it to lo-fi electronics, that felt 
like my statement, you know? Electronics are so primitive and physical that pairing them with the most viscer-
al acoustic instrument—the drum set—was the most direct presentation of that idea I could do. In a way, all 
the other music I’ve written since is a less pronounced reiteration of that theme. When I moved from drums to 
more traditional classical instruments, it was like writing for other musicians, a return to the classical tradition of 
the scored composition and a move away from improvisation, which the drum stuff was rooted in.

NH What’s the relevance of improvisation to you, as a composer?

TP It’s a hugely important part of the writing process. I’m a pianist, really, and most of my ideas come from my 
improvisational approach to the instrument. Playing is a way to spew out musical ideas before refining and 
distilling them into lines of music that ultimately get employed into compositions. I think also improvisation is an 
interesting window into a non-improviser’s mind. Raw material can say a lot about someone’s sensibilities. You 
wind up doing things that other people might not be able to do. This issue of complexity theory actually comes 
up a lot in my work; if you want a line of music to have a certain amount of complexity, it might be more prac-
tical to convey the gist of it and have it be improvisational rather than write down every note. I’m dealing with 
this idea for this harpsichord piece I’m writing now. It’s going to be dense, long, and intense, and I’m trying to 
figure out what the best mechanism for me to perform it consistently will be.

NH I also think that in post-Zorn New York, improvisation plays such an important role in the experimental 
music scene; it’s almost frowned upon if you don’t improvise. You’ll see artists who will make a point of saying, 
“I’m a composer, a performer, and an improviser.”

TP I totally do not consider or call myself an improviser. (laughter)

NH Neither do I. But at the root of it, every composer is on some level an improviser. That’s how you generate 



an idea.

TP This is a great way of looking at it. My musical ideas always come from some sort of self-expressive im-
provisatory moment, which highlights an important distinction between the way I work compositionally and 
the way algorithmic artists work, where content comes not from artistic improvisation but from an algorithm. 
There’s a difference between process being part of the inspiration or the tool set that you have and process 
being a determinant.

NH What’s the relevance of algorithms to listeners of music and lovers of art?

TP Algorithms can unlock the amazing beauty of systems. I have a scientific interest in systems. I’m constantly 
amazed by chaotic processes and things that nature creates, how quantum mechanics percolate up from the 
sub-atomic level to the world around us. I’m going to make some enemies by saying this—

NH You gotta make enemies.

Machine Drawing (2009-10-22 9:50 PM to 2009-10-27 10:50 AM), 2009, pen on paper, 50 × 76.5 inches.

TP The machine drawings I do are an intersection between these two ideas, because the algorithm is import-
ant to the actual drawing, but the drawing is defined by its compositional structure. I create the structure at the 
outset, then the drawing itself is executed by a computer-programmed pen. It’s like the actual movement of the 
pen is algorithmically generated. But say I tell a performer, “Play this with vibrato.” Vibrato itself isn’t something 
I’ve scored to the microsecond; it’s kind of an algorithmic addition to the performance. So my interest in algo-
rithms comes from executing simple processes that could easily be done by hand with machinelike precision, 
without making mistakes and with infinite endurance. As the algorithm becomes spontaneous or does some-
thing unpredictable, I become less interested in it. I like the algorithms as rote executers of very simple ideas, 
essentially.

NH You use the term “low-level” quite a bit in talking about one-bit music. By working in such low-level terrain, 
things take on very organic qualities. You’ve talked about that as an allure to the one-bit sound world. So it 
seems like you have an interest in baseline procedures and mechanisms that can be replicated through very 
simple programs and machines.

TP In high school I got really into theoretical and quantum physics, and was reading books as often as I could 
about the subatomic world. These theories weren’t always necessarily the truth, but they described wonder-
fully creative systems. The simpler they got, the more interesting. It would be nice if you had just one rule of 
the universe, but as a consequence of one rule, thousands more can be deduced, and that’s a really beautiful 
idea about reality. It’s also a beautiful idea in the world of pure math, which I was also really into. I was reading 
books about algebra and the foundations of mathematics, where you build up the entirety of mathematics from 
just a few axioms. I also got into the work of Kurt Gödel—his incompleteness theory and how anything true can 
ultimately be explained by mathematics.



NH Did you ever read Douglas Hofstadter’s Gödel, Escher, Bach?

TP Of course. Although, have any of us actually finished it?

NH I didn’t. And I took a course on it in college. (laughter)

TP A friend of mine took a course from Hofstadter and said that his requirement for geometric proofs was that 
they can’t just be true—they also had to be beautiful, which is very Hofstadter.

NH I love that.

TP Gödel said that any formal system either has internal inconsistencies which collapse on themselves or that 
there will always be things outside the system that you cannot explain. Recently, these ideas have been seri-
ously important for me in thinking about the nature of machines and particularly how randomness illustrates the 
difference between a machine and a biological brain, for instance. A machine can be perfectly random up to a 
point, but if you ask someone to write 100 random numbers down, they’re not actually going to be statistically 
random because the human brain falls into patterns. Machines are perfectly random until they run out of mem-
ory; then they just loop. Any machine has a finite limitation, which is ultimately probably true of our brains as 
well, but it’s a different kind. So I’ll have machines carry out instructions to the point of reaching a mechanical 
abstraction of process; that’s when you enter a new world with its own limitations.

NH So how do you wrestle this geekier side, this interest in machines, with the part of you that’s just trying to 
get his feelings out through music? Or are they one and the same?

TP Well, I don’t need to wrestle much.

NH You don’t think they’re at odds?

TP It’s a good question, and it has a lot to do with this new album I just finished. I find meaning in beauty, a 
resonance in beauty, and I’m attracted to beauty in music. It doesn’t mean our sense of beauty doesn’t change; 
I think the role of artists is to push the idea of beauty forward.

NH But there’s a standard prototype out there for artistic and sonic beauty, I think.

TP Although it’s always evolving or at least widening, right?

NH Well, the world is always changing.

TP Good point. (laughter) I think my compositional work is constantly going in two directions: toward austere 
statements of an idea and toward direct representations of melodic or artistic feelings. The pendulum swings 
back and forth. I’ll write a piece where the entire thing is eighth notes or something, versus, for instance, the 
new album.

NH I just listened to it for the first time yesterday. We’re talking about simplicity and austerity, yet you’ve forged 
an intensely complex listening experience!

TP Yeah, well, it’s kind of a new direction. A lot of thinking went into this follow-up album because four years 
have passed since I did the first one. I’ve made a lot of scored music but haven’t done much that’s purely elec-
tronic since. I wanted to write a long-form composition for two-channel electronics. I ended up thinking about 
symphonies, about the idea of a symphony of electronics that’s played on headphones. I wanted to address 
my issues with the symphonic form—polyphony, density—so in that sense I was looking backward a little. Mu-
sically, the agenda was to do something that would shift between being accessible and sort of … fun, I guess, 
and would then suddenly become a very austere sound world.



NH I’m curious about the idea of it being a symphony when there are no instruments other than the electronics. 
So the thing that brought you to the term “symphony” was the form of the symphonic work, as opposed to any 
other kind of large-scale work?

TP Yeah, the multi-part movement—the “complete” work.

NH Are you misleading your listener by calling it a symphony?

TP I don’t think a symphony always implies a string orchestra anymore.

1-Bit Symphony, 2009, source code, custom circuit, CD jewel case. Edition of 50.

NH I guess what I’m trying to ask is this: in the same way I felt like the first record was almost a pun on chip-
tune music, is this one a pun on the idea of the symphony?

TP This is what a symphony means to me. It’s interesting, I hadn’t thought about this.

NH It feels like you’re calling into question what a symphony means in the 21st century. No one really writes 
them anymore; it’s an antiquated form.

TP A symphony is archaic, and I like that. I keep calling myself a traditionalist. I’m sort of resisting interactivity 
in my art and I’m resisting algorithm in my music. I’m ultimately insisting on predetermined notes being written 
on paper.

NH Do you feel like you have detractors in the multimedia or electronic music world as a result? I don’t think 
the composer or the artist is doing a good job unless he or she is pissing people off.

TP Nah, I’m not pissing anyone off. One of my main concerns is trying to operate in a system that’s essential-
ly anti-emulative. Maybe this goes back to our conversation about chiptunes; I’m trying to work in a system 
defined by itself. Now, of course that’s impossible, but the one-bit waveform is so degraded, so low-fidelity, that 
it really can’t be used to sample sounds from reality. If the history of electronic music had a trajectory where a 
goal was being able to electronically reproduce the sound of a violin—

NH That idea is over. I’m hopeful that people are past that. Cory Arcangel has talked about how a lot of artists 
who use industry-standard software applications are playing second fiddle to the technology they’re using. The 
software becomes the art.

TP Yeah, it’s a criticism I hear all the time, for example with Max/MSP music. Tools are important; the more 
we understand the tool, the better. That’s why I work with my own hardware and write my own software. For 



the new album, I rewrote the software in Assembly Language, which is a programming language that fewer 
and fewer people use as time goes by, but it’s also the language of the machine itself. Any instruction I write 
in Assembly Language is directly interpreted by the machine instead of being compiled into the code by other 
software. So I’m working with the raw instructions that the machine executes, getting one step closer to the 
flow of electricity through the microchip.

Conceptually, it’s pretty much the same as a laptop on stage being used by a musician. There are two kinds 
of machines: machines that directly represent their task, like a lawnmower—it’s a lawnmower, it doesn’t make 
you coffee—then there’s a second order of machines that have a level of abstraction built into them. That’s 
what computers are. I like this; that abstraction puts me back to when I first learned about the foundations of 
math, building systems of logic from very simple statements. I’m using logic to build simple structures that, 
when they’re executed, create certain pitches. The other thing about the one-bit sound is that it’s not being fed 
through a digital analog converter.

NH It’s pure.

TP And as soon as you work with a digital analog converter, there’s a weird translation that takes place. I’m 
trying to remove all those levels of translation.

NH Get straight to the human ear.

TP Right, I think the way I use electronic speakers is fundamentally different than how speakers are used by a 
laptop musician, for instance, where sound waves are sent to the speaker and the speaker acts as a metaphor. 
I’m treating the speaker as an object, a machine.

NH It seems like an instrument to me.

TP Yeah, exactly. In most music played through a speaker, the speaker is not an instrument; the instrument is 
recorded or synthesized at the computer and the speaker’s job is to perfectly reproduce its waveform. I’m not 
interested in that. I want the speaker to be the soundmaking device itself. The fifth and final movement of the 
new album, its final movement, ends on a static chord; it’s something I’ve been exploring since “Active Field,” 
where there’s this moment of stasis—time isn’t slowed down but information is, events are. This last cluster just 
plays indefinitely until you turn off the machine.

NH Kind of like the locked groove at the end of the vinyl.

TP It’s so funny you mention this, because I totally missed that until Warren Fischer also made the comparison.

NH But I think the reference you’re seeking is on a much more basic level.

TP Something expressive, I feel.

NH The Joy of Coding? (laughter)

TP It’s like the infinite as a static quality instead of a looping pattern. A locked groove is a looping idea; what 
I’m interested in is having the indefinite moment be stasis. The algorithm is very present in that, but it really 
steps both to the background because it’s so uninteresting! Nothing musical is happening anymore, but it’s the 
perfect expression of indefinite process, exactly what an algorithm is. It’s just frequencies that the machine is 
indefinitely putting out. This led me to think about how an album is a recording; a CD is an audio waveform on 
a disc or an MP3, a record of an event. In order for a recording to exist, the thing it’s recording must have hap-
pened and concluded. But if you have something infinite, it never finishes, so you will never have a recording 
of its full expression. It can’t really play forever and we can’t listen to it forever—things fall apart—but it’s about 
this potential expression.



NH Sure, it’s also about the act of turning it off.

TP Yeah. So, maybe these are the enemies I’m going to make. In that final movement, the algorithm is not gen-
erating any more content. In some generative art there’s this idea that the program will always be generating 
new things. But I don’t like that idea. For me it was the opposite. The album has to end somehow, so in a way it 
was actually a way of solving that problem.

NH It was a functional solution. So how will your third chip end?

TP I don’t know. I don’t even know if I’ll make one.

NH Maybe a secret track?

TP There was a secret track on the first one! Didn’t I tell you about that?

NH No!

TP If you connect two pins together the right way when you turn it on, it plays a hidden track. I don’t think any-
body knows about that.

NH Oh, well, now we’re getting somewhere.

TP Anybody who actually tries to read the source code would figure it out. It’s sort of my test, I guess.

Nick Hallett is a composer and vocalist based in New York. He is the co-curator of the Darmstadt new music 
series, which celebrates its fifth birthday with a celebrated annual reading of Terry Riley’s “In C” on November 
30 at Galapagos Art Space, and then mounts a festival of “Essential Repertoire” at ISSUE Project Room from 
December 3–5. www.darmstadtnewmusic.org


